NAME OF COUNCIL MEMBER

CONTESTED APPOINTMENTS

ALEXANDRIA ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW BOARD – PARKER-GRAY DISTRICT
(3-Year Term)
1 Architect

_____ William Conkey

_____ Keith Leonard

1 Citizen Member

_____ Brooks Armandroff

_____ William Montgomery

_____ Deborah Rankin
CONTESTED APPOINTMENTS

ALEXANDRIA ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW BOARD – PARKER-GRAY DISTRICT
(3-Year Term)
1 Architect

[Signature]
William Conkey

[Signature]
Keith Leonard

1 Citizen Member

[Signature]
Brooks Armandroff

[Signature]
William Montgomery

[Signature]
Deborah Rankin

ENDORSED BY

[Signature]

NAME OF COUNCIL MEMBER

20
2-12-08

1234567
CONTESTED APPOINTMENTS

ALEXANDRIA ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW BOARD – PARKER-GRAY DISTRICT
(3-Year Term)
1 Architect

✓ William Conkey

___ Keith Leonard

1 Citizen Member

✓ Brooks Armandooff

___ William Montgomery

___ Deborah Rankin

ENDORSED BY

2-12-08
CONTESTED APPOINTMENTS

ALEXANDRIA ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW BOARD – PARKER-GRAY DISTRICT (3-Year Term)

1 Architect

☐ William Conkey

☐ Keith Leonard

1 Citizen Member

☐ Brooks Armandroff

☐ William Montgomery

☐ Deborah Rankin
EXHIBIT NO. 1

NAME OF COUNCIL MEMBER

CONTESTED APPOINTMENTS

ALEXANDRIA ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW BOARD – PARKER-GRAY DISTRICT (3-Year Term)
1 Architect

X William Conkey

___ Keith Leonard

1 Citizen Member

___ Brooks Armandroff

___ William Montgomery

X Deborah Rankin

ENDORSED BY

___

2-12-08
EXHIBIT NO. 1

Maines
NAME OF COUNCIL MEMBER

CONTESTED APPOINTMENTS

ALEXANDRIA ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW BOARD – PARKER-GRAY DISTRICT
(3-Year Term)

1 Architect

✓ William Conkey

___ Keith Leonard

1 Citizen Member

___ Brooks Armandroff

___ William Montgomery

✓ Deborah Rankin
CONTESTED APPOINTMENTS

ALEXANDRIA ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW BOARD – PARKER-GRAY DISTRICT
(3-Year Term)

1 Architect

✓ William Conkey

✓ Keith Leonard

1 Citizen Member

✓ Brooks Armandroff

✓ William Montgomery

✓ Deborah Rankin
ALEXANDRIA ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW BOARD – PARKER-GRAY DISTRICT
(3-Year Term)
1 Architect

☐ William Conkey

☐ Keith Leonard

1 Citizen Member

☐ Brooks Armandroff

☐ William Montgomery

☐ Deborah Rankin
CONTESTED APPOINTMENTS

ALEXANDRIA ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW BOARD - PARKER-GRAY DISTRICT
(3-Year Term)
1 Architect

✓ William Conkey

___ Keith Leonard

1 Citizen Member

___ Brooks Armandroff

___ William Montgomery

✓ Deborah Rankin